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OVERVIEW OF THE FOUR HOURS
• Tuesday

The Revealed Role for both Education & Schooling:
Joseph Smith's and Elijah's Foundational Missions

• Wednesday
How and When American Education Changed:
Rise of the Secular Society & Meeting its Challenges

• Thursday
Education, Religious Freedom, and Institutional Liberty:
Apostolic Counsel Regarding the Current Legal Crises

• Friday
A Millennial Movement: Education in the 21st Century
Agency-based Education, Key to Protecting Families



FIVE PREMISES BENEATH THE TITLES
1. Due to their inherent spiritual nature, humans are social beings that require communication to sustain and enhance their personal existence.
2. People embrace and eventually choose basic beliefs (assumptions) that drive their behaviors and aspirations.
3. Physically, people are more alike than different; the patterns and cycles of various cultures and civilizations tend to be more similar than different.
4. The family unit is the most basic and vital social order—father, mother, children; the well-being of this unit is governed by interpersonal communication relationships that create various lifestyles and cultures.
5. Today, the central human issue is, as it has always been, a matter of discerning and acting upon truth or error, right or wrong, good or evil—then coping with the consequences.



THE ORIGINAL PURPOSE OF EDUCATION WAS LOST
HOW AND WHEN AMERICAN EDUCATION CHANGED:

RISE OF THE SECULAR SOCIETY & MEETING ITS CHALLENGES



THE BASIC PURPOSE OFLEARNING AND TEACHING WERE STATED SIMPLY AND CLEARLY TO ADAM AND EVE
Adam and Eve commanded to teach their children literacy in order to: 

1. Cultivate gratitude for the Atonement of Christ
2. For genealogical reasons

This was the central purpose of education—of literacy–that under-girds temporal practical values related to living in a telestial world.



MOSES SAW THEIR DAY;HE REPORTED
“And a book of remembrance was kept, in the which was recorded [matters pertaining to] the spirit of inspiration; and by them [these records] their children were taught to read and write, . . . and a genealogy was kept of the children of God. And this was the book of the generations of Adam: ‘In the day that God created man, in the likeness of God made he him. In the image of his own body, male and female created he them . . .’”

– Moses 6:5-9



“And he [God] called upon our father Adam by his own voice, saying: . . . I have forgiven thee thy transgression in the Garden of Eden. . . . Hence came the saying abroad among the people, that the Son of God hath atoned for the original guilt . . . And it is given unto them [the children] to know good from evil; wherefore they are agents unto themselves, and I have given unto you another law and commandment [the Gospel of Christ] Wherefore teach it unto your children, that all men, everywhere must repent, or they can in nowise inherit the Kingdom of God . . . Therefore I give unto you a commandment, to teach these things freely unto your children, [and then He explains what is to be taught.]”
– Moses 6:47-62



IN THIS FINAL DISPENSATION, THE PROPHET JOSEPH SMITH EXPRESSED HIS VIEW:
1. “The ancient prophets declared that in the last days the God of heaven should set up a kingdom which should never be destroyed . . . . I calculate to be one of the instruments. . . . I intend to lay a foundation that will revolutionize the whole world.” (TPJS pp. 365-6)
2. “I have the whole plan of the kingdom before me, and no other person has.” (HC 5:139)
Note: These statements were not an expression of braggadocio, for Joseph they were simply a statement of fact. Not only did they reflect his knowledge, they reveal the authenticity of his divinely bestowed authority.



CLEARLY…
• Whatever else Joseph Smith might have been, he was an educator
• A leader-like stewardship
• Clothed in the mantle of:

• Prophet
• Seer
• Revelator

• A role he shouldered with vigor and optimism
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– Joseph Smith: America's Greatest Educator, p. xxxii

JOSEPH'S LIFE MIRRORED HIS VIEW OF EDUCATION ASA REVEALED PATTERN FOR LEARNING AND TEACHING
Understand and Explain the Context (Become Aware)
Recognize and Accept the Principles (Identify and Embrace)
Apply and Practice the Principles (Use and Master)
Report and Share the Results (Proclaim and Testify)



EDUCATION IN THE SCRIPTURAL RECORD IS A CONTROLLING INFLUENCE OF OUR PERSONAL LIFE-STYLE
Scriptural Terms: Constitute a Hebrew Psychology of Human Nature.

Heart: Our innermost self, where our basic commitments and decisions are made
Might: Our temporal and spiritual resources—whatever we legitimately possess or own
Mind: Our capacity to become aware of things—as they are, as they have been, or as they may be
Strength: The properties associated with our individual bodies—generative powers in the form of muscle, bone, tissue; and regenerative powers such as our bodily systems—circulatory, respiratory, neural, and glandular

(These terms occur 3,306 times in our Standard Works; see The Old Testament and The Latter-day Saints, “Ancient Hebrew Psychology: A Radical Option for Educators in the Latter Days,” pp. 343-356)



CONTEMPORARY TERMS USED TO DESCRIBE HUMAN NATURE
Physical: Impulsive response to appetites
Intellectual: Mind over body
Moral: Subjecting both mind and body to principles that protect others as well as self—sometimes at the sacrifice of self-interest
Spiritual: Awareness of victory over self and communion with the infinite



A SCRIPTURAL EXPLANATION OF VALUES BEGINS WITH PERSONAL DESIRES
Expressed as a Formula:

Life (Desires) + Agency + Moral Knowledge + Investment = Value



TRUE EDUCATION IS ROOTED IN PERSONAL MORAL AGENCY—THIS IS THE MESSAGE UNVEILED TO ADAM AND EVE IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN
See
• Doctrine and Covenants Sections 93, 88, 29, 58
• 2 Nephi Chapter 2
• Helaman 14:28-31
• ‘Agency’ in the Index



HISTORICAL OPTIONS FOR DEFINING PERSONAL MORALITY
Morality is what God says is right or wrong

(Agency, Commandments, and a Moral Order)
Morality is what History indicates is right or wrong

(Hegalian Diealectic: a Thesis, an Anti-thesis, and then a Synthesis that becomes a new Thesis)
Morality is what the Group says is right or wrong

(Conforming to Group Norms; When in Rome do what the Romans do—People, Place, Period)
Morality is what the Person thinks/feels is right or wrong

(Whatever a person prefers to do, regardless of other expectations)



HOW DEFINITIONS CHANGE THE WAY MORALITY IS TAUGHT
Old Way
(Greek/Roman/"Christian")

New Way
(Modern Western Culture)

Scriptural Way
(Restoration)

Emphasis Cultivate Good Habits Cultivate Right Reason
(Rationalism)
Cultivate Good Feelings
(Romanticism)

Cultivate Commitment to God through Faith 
in Jesus Christ

Method Morality is based on cultural tradition; 
what the culture defines as right and wrong is morality.
Form Character by the Example of Great Men and Women
A.  Imitate living models who have good habits of positive character
B.  Provide historical models of heroes that 
portray correct character
Note:  Not based on principle or precept

A.  Morality is based on reason; reason is 
the correct basis for belief and action.
There are universal ethical principles all can 
agree to—every class, culture, and religionWhat is reasonable is right
B. Morality is based on authentic feelingsWhat feels right is right; virtue comes not 
from example but from self expression
Don't need a Church or Commandments

Morality is based on revelation from God;
it is acting like God would have us act.
Obedience to God's commandments
develops God-like character, peace, and joy.
Disobedience to God's commandments 
results inunhappiness and condemnation
Morality requires Virtue as well as 
Honesty
Virtue is more than honesty;
virtue is the disposition to think, feel, and act 
like God wants us to—in harmony with God and his guidance



REVEALED EDUCATION IS IN HARMONY WITH THE PROCESS OF HUMAN MATURATION
Three Initial Stages—Delineated by Two Events
(a) Advent of Conscience         (b) Onset of Puberty

Examples of How Authority is Recognized and Manifest
Birth to Ages @ 7 to 10 In a Person “Because I said so!”

Ages @ 10 to 14 Rules “That's a rule in our house!”
Ages @ Puberty to Adult Principles “Why? or Why not?”

Basic Guideline:  Before Puberty Focus on Actions; After Puberty Focus on Intentions



PREPARING AND PRESENTING INSTRUCTION THAT CONNECTS THE TEMPORAL TO THE SPIRITUAL
TEMPORAL DOMAIN Procedures MORAL/SPIRITUAL DOMAIN

SHOW(Encounter Directly) Concrete to  Abstract TEACH ACCORDING TO THECOVENANTS
TELL(Explain Simply) Simple to Complex TEACH BY THE SPIRIT

DO(Experience Personally Conformationby the Learner TEACH AS A WITNESS

Effective learning/teaching moves from the:
Simulated      →       to   →     Real    →   to    →       Ideal

representation of the                          actual object or idea             
temporal/spiritual together



AMERICAN EDUCATION—WHAT? WHEN? WHY? HOW? IT HAPPENED
Consider two prominent events that influenced the early context for establishing this nation:

1. The Pilgrims & Plimmoth Colony
2. George Washington’s Inauguration



THE PILGRIMS EXPRESSED A SPIRITUAL CONTEXT—A COVENANT PLACE OF REFUGE, A BLESSING FROM GOD, AFTER BEING SEPARATISTS THEN EXILED IN HOLLAND
William Bradford, long time governor of “PlimmothPlantation” [Plymouth Colony] expressed this view when he said they came to the new world with “great hope and [the] inward zeal . . . of laying some good foundation . . . for the propagating and advancing of the gospel of the Kingdom of Christ in those remote parts of the world. Yea, though they should be even as stepping stones unto others for the performing of so great a work.”

– William Bradford History, 1901 edition, pp. 191-193



GEORGE WASHINGTON'S INAUGURATION
The recognition of this “firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence” by George Washington, was so committed to this concept that he led his congressional associates throughout a covenant making sequence at his first inaugural ceremony.
The Father of our country placed his hand on an opened Bible, opened to Genesis 49:22-26. This is the passage where Joseph (who was sold into Egypt) is promised that his posterity, as part of the House of Israel, would inherit a promised land and receive God-given blessings.
Following the inauguration ceremony in New York, President Washington “led his congress to St. Paul's chapel, where they prayed and asked God to accept their offering and invoke the New American Covenant just as ancient Israel had made their covenant thousands of years earlier.”

– Ryan Fisher, “The Nephite Explorer” Part 4 (Documentary; see www.nephiteexplorer.com); see also Timothy Ballard, The Covenant: One Nation Under God, vol. 1, Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 2013



EDUCATION IN AMERICA, A BRIEF HISTORICAL REVIEW:WHAT AND WHEN IT HAPPENED
• Early American Education had a Biblical Beginning
• The Academic World View Changed between 1880-1920
• The Secular Hypothesis Changed the Social Order 



WHY SEND JOHNNY AND MARY TO SCHOOL?
Period PurposesWhy should Johnny and Mary go to school?

1650-1750 A. Eternal Salvation (So they can read the bible)B. Establishing a Free Nation (So they can vote)
1750-1850 A. Establishing a Free NationB. Cultivating Patriotism and Citizenship
1850-1950 A. Cultivating Patriotism and CitizenshipB. Career Training for Industry (shift rural to urban)
1950-1980 A. Career Training for IndustryB. Custodialism (Schools Consolidate)
1980-2000 A. Custodialism (Caretakers)B. Factionalism

2000-Future A. FactionalismB. ???????????



BETWEEN 1880 AND 1920 THERE WAS A MONUMENTAL SHIFT
Academia embraced the 
Secular Hypothesis (Commonly known as 
Materialism and Relativism): 
The premise was and is: “The more we learn about the secular the less need there is for the spiritual.”



TIMELINE CHART
Cultural Confluence & Currents of Western Culture
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RESTORATION CHART
Sources of Assumptions in Western ThoughtGod
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WESTERN CULTURE VIEWS

First Axis: supernatural and natural?
The Axes of Belief & Assumption

Second Axis: individual or society? 

Supernatural
and a

Natural Domain
No Supernatural,

Only a
Natural Domain

Individual Society



EDUCATION IN WESTERN CULTURE
The Quadrants of Belief
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Only a Natural
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EDUCATIONAL ASSUMPTIONS



EDUCATIONAL ASSUMPTIONS



THE NEW VIEW OFTEN CALLED REDUCTIONISM IS SIMPLY DESCRIBED THIS WAY:
“Scientists . . . like to believe that all phenomena, are in principle, explainable in terms of basic physical laws. Biology can be reduced to chemistry, chemistry to physics. The behavior of living organisms depends, in the last analysis, on the performance of a large number of chemical reactions. Chemical reactions depend on physical properties of molecules and atoms. This belief is known as reductionism. To preserve this reductionist philosophy, it is necessary that all psychology shall reduce to biology.”

– Gordon R. Taylor, The Natural History of the Mind, p.297



THIS SCIENTIFIC PATTERN BECAME CENTRAL TO SCHOOL CURRICULUM BUT IS SELDOM EXPLAINED
It is now common to believe Education may be reduced Psychology, Psychology to Biology, Biology to Chemistry, Chemistry to Physics, and Physics to Theoretical Mathematics. These interlinking disciplines all operate on common materialistic assumptions. Spiritual elements are now removed from the government curriculum and as central to teacher employment requirements, where previously moral character was essential to certification.



A NEW FOUNDATION NOW UNDER-GIRDS THE DOMINANT ACADEMIC INTELLECT IN WESTERN SOCIETY
Modern government ‘schooling’ at every level reflect this approach of knowledge for knowledge sake and employment.
• Evaluations are often reduced to statistical measurements and standardized testing.
• Moral and Spiritual elements are significantly reduced or eliminated.



CHANGES IN THE CONTEXT:AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL ASSUMPTIONS
Traditional American Education          

1750 – 1950Curricular Assumptions
Modern  American Government Education

1960 – 2016Curricular Assumptions
There are two domains of existence—

spiritual and physical
Legitimate knowledge is best explained by 
physical matter acting on physical matter

God is real; prayer is legitimate God and prayer is irrelevant or Obsolete
Imperative moral laws exist; they are in the 

Bible, implied in civil law, and personal life is eternal, not just temporal
Personal life after death questioned. Removed 
from the curriculum. Morality replaced by Ethics; Right and Wrong are situational

America is a Christian nation There is no Savior;
we must save ourselves

The 3 R's are means to greater ends
involving personal character as well as employment

The 3 R's are measurable ends and school-centered to obtain a job 



CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS REGARDINGWHY AND HOW TO EDUCATE CHILDREN
First, What World View Do You Favor?
Second, What Educational Quadrant Do You Favor?



THE DETERMINANT BELIEFS
• What people believe about

• God
• Nature
• Man

• Dictates how education is perceived



WESTERN CULTURE & AMERICAN EDUCATION
Are primarily the product of three conflicting views:
• Hebrew
• Greek
• Modern



HEBREW VIEW

Doing what God says so we can become like he is

God

Man
Nature



GREEK VIEW

Knowing so that we can discuss, appreciate, celebrate the Cosmic mind and become one with it

Cosmos

Man Nature



MODERN VIEW

Making what others want to gain material wealth and power

Man

Nature
God

?????



GREEK & MODERN WORLD VIEWS REJECT CONCEPTS OF:
• Sin
• The Fall
• The need for a Redeemer
• The Atonement
• A physical resurrection
• The eternal existence of each individual person



NEW ANSWERS TO OLD QUESTIONS

• Observations of these men seem innocuous
• Truth & error mingled in their ‘new’ answers

Birth/Death Theorist Field Basic Question1748-1832 Bentham Law What makes a good law?1809-1882 Darwin Biology How did man originate?1818-1883 Marx Economics How should wealth be distributed?1856-1939 Freud Medicine What causes unusual illnesses?1859-1952 Dewey Education What is education?1878-1958 Watson Psychology Why do people behave as they do?1881-1976 Bultman Theology What is true in the Bible?

Commonality of the new answers:No need for the supernatural



THIS SHIFT PROVED TUMULTUOUS
Subject Old Answer New Answer
Law Whatever is in harmony with God’s commandments Whatever makes the most people happy (Bentham)
Biology Man was created by God Man evolved from lower life forms (Darwin)
Economics Reward should be distributed by responsibility Reward should be distributed according to need (Marx)
Medicine Psychosomatic behavior is result of good or evil spiritual influences Psychosomatic behavior is shaped by conflict inherent in sexual drive or chemical imbalances (Freud)
Education The process of influencing growth and development It is growth and development (Dewey)
Psychology Behavior is the result of choices initiated by the spirit/soul of a person Behavior is the result of reactions to stimuli exerted on a person by environment and genetic code (Watson)
Theology Biblical content is literal, true Biblical content verified by science is factual; the rest is mythical (Bultmann)



THE ASSUMPTION
Secularization hypothesis:
“The more we learn about the secular, the less need there is for the spiritual.”



IMPACT ON THE MORAL ORDER
Competing theories explain right and wrong . . .
• What God says
• What history requires
• What others expect
• What individuals want



THE QUESTION
Does man need God to help him define and sustain a viable moral order?
“Every man walketh in his own way, and after the image of his own God, whose image is in the likeness of the world.” 

– D&C 1:16



THE CORRECT VIEW
• Joseph was taught, and imparted to others, the revealed moral order, “That all that will hear may hear. . .”

– D&C 1:11
• “Wherefore, I the Lord, knowing the calamity which should come upon the inhabitants of the earth, called upon my servant Joseph Smith, Jun., and spake unto him from heaven, and gave him commandments. . . that it may be fulfilled which was written by the prophets. . .” 

– D&C 1:17-18



DIVINE TUTORING
Joseph came away from his training understanding education as: 
• An individual function
• A family obligation
• A church responsibility
• A state interest

His views challenged existing beliefs



AN EXAMPLE OF TWO APPROACHES TO EDUCATION:COMPETING PATTERNS OF AUTHORITY/CONTROL
Joseph Smith Common Core

Individual Function(Personal Agency) State/Federal Function(Mandatory)
Family Obligation(Parental Duty) A Local Obligation(Financed by Taxation)

Church Responsibility(Basic Curriculum) Administrator/Teacher Responsibility
State/Federal Interest(Nauvoo Charter) Individual/Family Interest(Parent/Teacher Organization)

Administrator/Teacher Unions Concern



ZIGGY REVEALS THE IMPORTANCE OF CONTEXT



FREE DIGITALLY AVAILABLE RESOURCE DOCUMENTSNEIL J FLINDERS
1. dynamicagency.blogspot.com [Check the index to access the files]

• Slides used in my presentations during this BYU Education week – August 2016
• Music and lyrics to the song “Teach My Child”
• Verses to: “This Generation: The 21st Century”

2. http://www.jrcls.org/?folder=religious_freedom&page=voice
• “Defending Religious Freedom in a Secular Society”
• Article was prepared at the invitation of the BYU Law School

3. http://www.josephsmithforum.org/research/papers/traditions-of-scholarship
• “Traditions of Scholarship that Shape the Foundations of Education and the Nature of the University”

4. https://video.byui.edu/media/Kim+B.+Clark+%E2%80%9CCESA+The+Lord%E2%80%99s+Educational+System+for+His+Church%E2%80%9D/0_xl0zwja3/21751142
• Elder Kim Clark’s address introducing the CES-Global Learning Initiative
• Search on Google for “Kim Clark CES initiative” and look for video.byui.edu link

5. https://ojs.lib.byu.edu/spc/index.php/BYUStudies/article/download/4401/4051
• President Alvin R. Dyer “Education: Moving Toward and Under the Law of Consecration”


